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The conference offers emerging academic awards to outstanding researchers, outstanding graduates or early academics with distinctive enthusiasm for the themes of the conference. The Award aims at providing early career academics with a good professional development opportunity—meeting field experts, communicating with colleagues from other parts of the world, and networking.

Outstanding Award
The award to the experts who made outstanding contributions to Neuroscience’s progress. It is the conference’s most prestigious award and is tagged as the Achievement Award for Scientific Service. The eligibility criteria for this award is that you should have at least 20 + years of public or private sector related experience. This award should be given to the recipient.

Excellence Award
The conference is presenting the Scholar Level Award for future scientists, researchers and experts with 10 + years of neuroscience research experience. Our conference aims to provide the best platform for expanding your network by sharing your on-stage research knowledge. Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral discussion on the topics of scientific research based on the conference theme.

Best Keynote Speaker
This award recognizes the best keynote speaker who will present their projects, strategies and schemes to improve long-term excellence in neuroscience. If you have been confirmed by the program manager as a keynote speaker, you can nominate someone who deserves the award online.

Best Poster Presentation
In order to encourage students and graduates to present their original research, the Student Poster Competition is organized at the Conference. All approved abstracts will be discussed during the conference at the poster sessions. The aim of the Conference Series is to set up a platform for all budding scientists and researchers to present their work in real time and share their views and themes.

Award recognizes Masters / Ph. D./Post Ph.D
This award recognizes Masters / Ph. D./Post Ph.D. thesis work Presentation that will present their projects and thesis implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of neuroscience. You can nominate online deserving of the award. You may nominate anyone online who deserves the honor.

The Young Researchers Forum offers young researchers the possibility to meet and discuss research topics and methodologies, share and develop ideas, learn from each other and gain knowledge from senior researchers.
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